
(PIJ)

1 . The is on publicly
(PIJ). These have corroborated by

the of PIJ. PIJ is known as Jihad (UP),
- and Islamic Holy War. ASIO that the set

out are and

2. PIJ was in 1979-80 in Egypt by
and Musa. It from the Muslim and

by the Revolution in Iran. the non- violent
with the as

in the Liberation (PLO), PIJ to be one

3. In 1988, the two of PIJ, Fathi and Abd
by to Lebanon, the group,

ties with Revolutionary Corps and with
From this time, PIJ increasingly the use

to its the use of suicide PIJ the
and the Oslo Accords, and joined the Front,

to with Israel.

4. the HAMAS military (Izz al-Din
PIJ a of suicide in the 1990*s in an to the

the Authority (PA) the PIJ to
the in the up to David in 2000? the PIJ

its in and the of the
in 2000. PIJ has for and
to a the Middle 'road for

in on 5 2003 which the of a
by the end of 2005.

Objectives

5. The of PIJ is the of an and the
of Israel. PIJ believes Palestinian and the of

for the world would serve as a catalyst for a wider
the and world. PIJ its role as a revolutionary

out to Israel,, prior to its destruction by an



6, PIJ has at of or factions, however, following the
Odah to Lebanon in 1988, took a in

the group, its political with Iran, Syria
PIJ is now led by Dr Abdullah

the October 1995 of in Malta.

7. PIJ a of 50-200 as
as from or heavily volunteers. PIJ's

is in the West and South Lebanon. Its in
the West are the of Hebron and Jenin. PIJ also has and

the US and Europe, and in
a of its are located), Tehran possibly Khartoum,

for the is to be and Syria, but
in the Gulf, and the United

8. PIJ is as too to run
on in in and Southern Lebanon, or ran by

Hizballah.

9. Up the of the PA in 1994, PIJ only
Egyptian Islamic Jihad. Since the of

the to the HAMAS1 of the of
and the 1995 of Shaqaqi, PIJ and HAMAS

and joint the 1995
Lid in The PIJ is to Lebanese which

its Security Organisation (ESO) and for PIJ to

10. PIJ has in including
to as operations), shooting The

of attack by the is suicide bombings, through
or car PIJ at out at the

a of time to the

11. PIJ has not the Middle and has not Western
it has to the US and its if it

Tel Aviv to

12. for which responsibility has by PIJ

• the 22 January 1995 double suicide bombing of a military bus at Lid
which 19 69. PIJ for

the The a joint PIJ/HAMAS



the 9 April 1995 in Netzarim and Kfar-Darom. In the
a of an bus killed and over 30. In

the a car bombing of a convoy of cars injured 12

the 4 1996 bombing of a Tel Aviv
20 and 75 others;

the 2 November 2000 car bombing of a outdoor
two people and injured 10;

the 20 2002 bombing of a bus from Tel Aviv to
which killed and injured 30;

the 5 2002 car bombing of a bus which 17 and
38;

the 17 My 2002 bombing in Tel Aviv which five
and 40;

the 19 May 2003 bombing at a in Afula which
83;

the 19 August 2003 suicide bombing of a bus in which 21
and over 100. HAMAS and PIJ for this

a HAMAS official HAMAS not
involved;

the 4 2003 bombing of the Maxim in
killed 21

the 11 2004 bombing at an Janput
the bomber, no and

the 27 February 2004 suicide bombing at Kfar Darom. Aside the
no other casualties.

Conclusion

13. ASIO the PIJ is continuing to plan and the of
acts to life and to property. This is

by provided by reliable and
sources.

14. In the its objective of an and
the of Israel, PIJ is known to have the 1980*s
and as as February 2004, in actions that:

« are at PIJ's political and religious causes;

» are to, or do, to property, the of persons or
of life;



» are to or have caused, to the safety of the in
and visiting in which it

15. In view of the information, PIJ is to be preparing,
the of terrorist acts. Such include which are to be

which are to be with the of advancing a political,
or with the intention of coercing, or by

the and people of Israel. The actions or
the PIJ are to be involved in would, if successfully

and to and serious to property.


